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Jeremy Annear: Encounters with Beauty
Why should we do without beauty? It is one of the great
comforts and consolations of humanity, a spiritual as well
as an aesthetic bounty. Yet much of recent art history (and,
let it be said, art) has tried to deny beauty or to ridicule it –
pronouncing it retrogressive and un-cool or simply beside the
point. There are signs however that beauty is acceptable once
more among the so-called arbiters of taste and chroniclers
of the radical. Perhaps they’ve realized that the human spirit
cannot for long live without it. Of course, for many artists,
beauty never went away, and it has remained firmly in place
as a key element in their practice, if not always the ultimate
goal. One such artist is Jeremy Annear.
Traditionally, beauty, harmony and generosity have been seen
as feminine traits, while strength, singularity and autonomy
have been recognized as the supremely masculine qualities.
The twentieth century, with its sexual freedoms and reassuring
psychological explanations for the coexistence of extremes
and shades of identity, has created a sort of gender bran-tub
in which the artist – as the highly sensitized antennae of society
– can take a lucky dip. Thus the self-aware painter can have
access to both the feminine and masculine sides of his or her
creative nature, and draw upon their combined strengths. This
has not, however, necessarily led to the production of better
art. Instead a plurality of styles co-exists, from conceptualism
to photographic realism by way of expressionism, and all
certainties have been eroded. In this free-for-all, abstraction
can have a greater authority than many forms of debased
self-expression, and a painter such as Jeremy Annear, who
continues to investigate a very specific territory in depth,
becomes a master in the market place.
The viewer engaging with Annear’s work realizes at once that
here is an artist who is not merely holding up a mirror to the
world, but offering a very individual interpretation of it. Annear’s
is a language of signs, signs which refer to things which exist
in the world, not least as embodied meanings. Thus, to put it
at its simplest, a straight or meandering painted line suggests
a pathway, while a closed oval or circle suggests an egg
or an eye. These obvious correlations are but the tip of the
referential iceberg, and the complexity of signs in a painting
by Annear will contain a number that relinquish their meanings
readily, and a further group that take more lengthy and subtle

de-coding. This is how the artist maintains our interest in his
work: he doesn’t give up all his secrets in one hit, but requires
that you return for repeated encounters. This is art you cannot
surf or skim, but which gets better on prolonged viewing. Like
all art of any real or lasting value, it is not instant.
In recent years, Robert Hughes called for “slow art” that
would reveal itself gradually and give us something lasting
and nourishing to live with. Annear offers this through his
sophisticated understanding of signs. As we have been told,
the mind is a hunter of forms, and Annear in this context is an
assiduous huntsman. He investigates such nebulous-sounding
but actually very precise qualities as ‘now-ness’ and ‘placeness’, as well as what David Jones calls ‘loves and validities
of many sorts and kinds’. Jones, that great painter-poet, is a
key figure in the use and interpretation of signs. As he pointed
out, the desire to uncover a valid sign is ‘incumbent upon all
who practise an art’, thus widening out the issue to include all
art forms and all kinds of painting, not just the abstract. The
contemplation of signs is perhaps a dustier-sounding activity
than simply taking pleasure in looking, but the procedures are
cognate, and we undertake them all the time in our daily lives,
mostly at speed and without thinking. Consciousness of the
activity only serves to enhance its profitability and satisfaction.
Look long and slowly at these most recent Annear paintings:
they will richly repay your scrutiny.
The first thing to notice is the potent combination of postCubist fracturing with interlocking shapes: holding forms that
enclose or embrace. A circle becomes a sphere, and earthcoloured it becomes the globe, our planet spinning within a
nest of angled geometrical planes. In this dialogue of forms
and swaying rhythms, colour achieves the spatial movement.
Annear plays with the notion and rhetoric of flatness but
renders it active and persuasive by all variety of strategies
and subterfuges. His paintings are not simply flat, because
the patterns with which he animates his surfaces contradict
the flatness. The overlaying of broad seemingly flat shapes
is deliberately checked by the juxtaposition of contrasting
colours (the blues and sea-greens of water, the browns
and olives and taupes of earth and vegetation), and further
complicated spatially by a looping linear impulse – the line that
ties the forms together but also moves them apart in space.
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In one painting, a scintilla of red like a dying sun in an
overlap of cut-out, curved and straight-edged forms, like
tide-wrack from a carpenter’s shop, sounds a note of grace
and lyricism. Annear adjusts his repertoire of shapes with
a superb refinement of detail: swelling forms like waves,
chopped or sliced parallelograms, singing red or black
quadrilaterals. Here are the pale precisions of perfect forms –
Euclid in the landscape – refracted through a specific human
temperament. The traditional still-life elements of jug, bottle
and goblet are reduced to clues and what can be inferred
by the planned meeting of a curve and an upright. Other
paintings indirectly suggest the flasks and retorts of a distillery
or lab, or reference the magisterial bottle-scapes of Morandi.
Annear’s abstract language always contains allusions to
admired masters such as Klee and Kandinsky, Arp and
Braque, without in any way paraphrasing or repeating them.
Other art is there for inspiration, for raising your own game,
not for copying.
So where does Annear’s originality lie? Although there is
a wealth of decoration in the formal disposition of these
elements, related forms uncover emblematic meanings rather
than an attempt at simple pattern-making. Cubism was
originally applied to urban life, to studio interiors, still-life and
figures. Besides continuing to track it in still-life, Annear takes
its latter-day incarnation out into the landscape in search of
the genius loci, the spirit of place. He locates the mystery of

a specific place (in his case, the Lizard Peninsular where he
lives), not by mapping its obvious co-ordinates, but by seeking
out the underlying order. Through the subtle manipulation of
paint mark and surface texture, he re-enacts the physicality
of place, while containing it within the newly-created harmony
of his own highly personalized geometry. (Note his strategic
deployment of asymmetry and imperfection.)
Just as for the artist the importance of reverie cannot be overemphasized, so for the viewer. Let your imagination wander
among the forms of Annear’s paintings. The enclosing lines
inscribed on them and the edges of the boards or canvases
on which they’re painted, act as restrictions only to begin with.
It is a truism that rules and constrictions force the raw material
of inspiration into a more concentrated and powerful form.
So Annear has distilled here his meanings into statements
of rare lucidity and spiritual resonance. Geometry goes to
the heart of existence, and links us with ideal forms and the
Pythagorean music of the spheres. Pythagoras sought the
key to the universe in geometry and arithmetic. The Platonists
insisted that students study geometry before philosophy.
To identify and celebrate the structures behind appearances
is of more lasting satisfaction than simply to echo what we see
around us. Jeremy Annear’s investigation into the visualizing
of the real world has led him into a branch of philosophical
speculation. In his best work, absolute beauty meets relative
beauty in a new and sublime harmony.

Andrew Lambirth
February 2013
Author and Art Critic
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